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The mouse probes were donated by: R. Shemer (P1-clone covering 100 kb of the Snrpn
region and the plasmid P3-BamH1), S. Tilghman (plasmid 20267, 39 to Igf2), W. Reik
(lup12, a phage representing sequences upstream of Igf2), D. Barlow (pTCP and Igf2r
gene clones LA2 and COS940), D. Ward (Chr6, a random cosmid clone from chromosome
6), R. Axel (olfactory receptor gene region phage clones 126 and 129 and YAC clone Y12),
B. C. Holdener (85-M2, a BAC clone covering the deletion in C112k mice), P. Fraser (mouse
b-globin gene region plasmids pb12g and bmajor), N. Benvenisti (15 kb TMP gene
plasmid). P. Rotwein (cosIGF-5) and A. Chess (BAC clone 154f05 containing mouse IL-4
sequences, release I, Genome System Inc.). BAC clone 212a06 was randomly picked from
the same library.

Replication timing by S-phase fractionation
EBV-transformed lymphoblasts, or an Abelson-transformed pre-B-cell subclone from
Spretus/Musculus F1 mice (donated by A. Chess), were labelled in 75 mM BrdU for 45 min
before harvesting, and nuclei were sorted for cell-cycle fractions according to DNA
content9. BrdU DNA was isolated from each fraction and assayed for specific sequence
content by quantitative PCR8 carried out for 29 (Igf2) or 25 (Igf2r) cycles (95 8C 40 s, 55 8C
40 s, 72 8C 40 s) using the primer pairs 59-CTTGGACTTTGAGTCAAATTGG-39 and 59-
GGTCGTGCCAATTACATTTCA-39 (for human Igf2); and 59-TGAGCAGTGGGGCACC
TAGT-39 and 59-CACGCGTTAGAGGATCCGCA-39 (for mouse Igf2r).

PCR products from the EBV DNA S-phase fractions were electrophoresed after cutting
with the enzyme ApaI, which detects a polymorphism between the uncut (295-bp) and cut
(231-bp) alleles in these human cells. Competitor DNA8 which has an 85-bp deletion
covering the ApaI site, is included in every reaction mix. Following SYBR green I staining
and gel scanning, the relative amount of each allele in the different fractions was
normalized to the level of competitor PCR product. A similar analysis was carried out on
BrdU fractions from the Abelson pre-B cell line, using the enzyme HaeIII to distinguish
between the uncut paternal Spretus and cut maternal Musculus alleles which yield 90- and
100-bp bands after digestion. In this case, PCR was carried out without added competitor,
but in the presence of [a-32P]dCTP, and detection was by autoradiography. Total uncut
PCR product was first quantitated on an initial gel. Each individual band was extracted,
and the proportion of maternal or paternal alleles was determined from a second gel after
cutting out the PCR product.
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Cells must remove all entanglements between their replicated
chromosomal DNAs to segregate them during cell division.
Entanglement removal is done by ATP-driven enzymes that pass
DNA strands through one another, called type II topoisomerases.
In vitro, some type II topoisomerases can reduce entanglements
much more than expected, given the assumption that they pass
DNA segments through one another in a random way1. These type
II topoisomerases (of less than 10 nm in diameter) thus use ATP
hydrolysis to sense and remove entanglements spread along
flexible DNA strands of up to 3,000 nm long. Here we propose a
mechanism for this, based on the higher rate of collisions along
entangled DNA strands, relative to collision rates on disentangled
DNA strands. We show theoretically that if a type II topoisomerase
requires an initial ‘activating’ collision before a second strand-
passing collision, the probability of entanglement may be reduced
to experimentally observed levels. This proposed two-collision
reaction is similar to ‘kinetic proofreading’ models of molecular
recognition2,3.

We consider the knotting state of a single circular DNA strand.
Given a ‘dumb’ topoisomerase that merely passes DNA through
itself with some fixed probability each time the molecule strikes
itself (Fig. 1), the knot state of a circular DNA strand will come to
thermodynamical equilibrium. It will sometimes be knotted (a
fraction Peq

knot of the time), and sometimes be unknotted (a fraction
Peq

unknot ¼ 1 2 Peq
knot of the time)4,5. The ratio Peq

knot/P
eq
unknot is equal to

the ratio of the rate at which unknotted strands are knotted to the
rate at which knotted strands are unknotted.

The equilibrium knot probability Peq
knot expected theoretically for

a ‘dumb’ topoisomerase4,5 matches results from DNA knotting
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experiments allowed to reach thermal equilibrium6,7. For DNA, Peq
knot

depends on molecule length and ionic conditions4–7. Under
the conditions of ref. 1, Peq

knot ¼ 0:031 for 10-kb P4 DNA and
Peq

knot ¼ 0:017 for 7-kb PAB4 DNA. The more complicated problem
of interlinkage of two DNA strands has also been studied in this way;
the linking probability Peq

link depends on plasmid lengths and con-
centrations. For the conditions in ref. 1, Peq

link ¼ 0:064 for two 10-kb
P4 DNA strands.

Experimental data1 (Fig. 2) rule out the possibility that type II
topoisomerases make ‘random’ strand passages. Certain type II
topoisomerases (Drosophila topoisomerase II, Escherichia coli
topoisomerase IV) suppressed the knotting of 10-kb P4 DNA to
Pknot ¼ 0:00062, and the knotting of 7-kb PAB4 DNA to
Pknot ¼ 0:00019. The mutual linking probability of P4 DNA strands
was similarly suppressed to Plink ¼ 0:004. Because these type II
topoisomerases hydrolyse ATP, their strong suppression of entan-
glements does not violate the second law of thermodynamics.
However, how these small topoisomerases ascertain the topology
of large, flexible DNAs is uncertain.

Two mechanisms have been proposed: Rybenkov et al.1 proposed
a tracking scheme involving a topoisomerase-mediated synapse
between three DNA segments, but without any quantitative analy-
sis. Vologodskii8 proposed that type II topoisomerases recognize
knots by their tendency to have a DNA segment inside the bend of a
second DNA segment; computer simulations showed that strand
passages directed as in Fig. 3 suppressed Pknot to as low as 0.1Peq

knot.
Thermal equilibrium is not reached because transitions that are the
reverse of that of Fig. 3 are prohibited. This model is described by Fig. 1b,
but with nonequilibrium steady-state rates, and a nonequilibrium
knotting probability Pknot , Peq

knot. Thus, a nonequilibrium
Pknot , Peq

knot can be obtained by localized collision–knot-recognition
events; however, the mechanism of Ref. 8 is unable to explain values
of Pknot as small as those observed experimentally.

We propose that the type II topoisomerases described above
suppress entanglements using a type of ‘kinetic proofreading’. This
was first discussed in general terms by Hopfield2 and Ninio3, who
showed how the release of energy (for example, from ATP hydro-
lysis) could be used to make molecular recognition processes more
specific than one would expect at thermal equilibrium. Figure 4
shows our proofreading scheme for type II topoisomerases inter-
acting with DNA plasmids which may be knotted or unknotted.
For simplicity, only one type of knot is considered; for the DNA
strands of ref. 1, essentially all the knots are expected to be trefoils9.
We limit our discussion to DNA-disentangling topoisomerases
(such as eukaryote type II topoisomerases and E. coli type IV
topoisomerases) that pass distant, disjointed DNA segments
through one another.

We now describe our model in the context of the relatively simple
knotting–unknotting single-DNA reaction. Linking–unlinking of
two circular DNA strands can be discussed in a similar way for the
dilute solution conditions of ref. 1. Starting from either knotted or
unknotted strands with a topoisomerase attached (Fig. 4, state 1), a
synapse can reversibly occur (Fig. 4, 1 ↔ 2; numbers indicate how
many DNA segments are bound by the topoisomerase). For ,10-kb
plasmids we may assume that the rate of synapse formation on
knotted strands exceeds the formation rate on unknotted strands by
an amount of at least Peq

unknot/P
eq
knot, given that it is possible for a single

local recognition step to be used to obtain Pknot , Peq
knot (ref. 8). As

the molecular motions leading to synapsis are the only dependents
of these transitions on the knotting state (that is, the off-rate l
values are likely to be determined by the energetics of the topoi-
somerase-DNA binding rather than by global DNA conformation),
we assume that the synapsis rates for knots (k) and unknots (u)
satisfy u=k < Peq

knot=P
eq
unknot.

From state 2 (Fig. 4), an irreversible transition can occur to a
transient state 1* with only one of the DNA segments bound to an
‘activated’ topoisomerase (the other DNA segment is released).
Irreversibility could be enforced with ATP binding, possibly coupled
to topoisomerase conformation change and cleavage of the bound
DNA. As no overall DNA conformational change is involved in this
step, the rate a should be insensitive to DNA topology.

The state 1* can ‘decay’ back to 1 at a topology-independent
decay rate g, giving spontaneous ‘deactivation’ of the topoisomerase
with no change in DNA topology. Alternatively, a new synapse can
reversibly form between a new DNA segment and the activated
topoisomerase–DNA complex (1* ↔ 2*), which will lead to strand
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λ
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Figure 1 Simplest kinetic models of type II topoisomerases. a, Loop of DNA capable of
freely crossing itself (a ‘ghost’ or ‘phantom’ polymer, such as a strand of DNA that can
intermittently break and rejoin6,7) spends some fraction of time Peq

knot as a knotted strand
and some fraction Peq

unknot as an unknotted strand. For the 3–10-kb DNA strands used
here, knot–unknot free energy differences are entropic, and the strands at the self-
crossing point (the X intersection) are not subject to forces that determine knotting or
unknotting. Therefore, transitions away from the self-crossing point occur at equal rates l

for knotted and unknotted strands (green arrows); any knot–unknot discrimination must
be based on the self-crossing rates k and u (red arrows). b, A more realistic ‘one-way’ or
‘two-gate’12 strand passage model of a type II topoisomerase distinguishes two DNA–
topoisomerase-DNA ‘synapse’ states. On isolated circular DNA strands, transitions occur
from knotted to unknotted states at a rate kl, and back again at a rate ul. For a
topoisomerase that does not consume stored energy, (ul)/(kl) must equal the thermal
equilibrium ratio of knotted to unknotted strands for ‘ghost’ DNA as in a. If the
topoisomerase uses stored energy, it is possible for the knot probability to be reduced
below that expected at thermal equilibrium.
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Figure 2 Experimental knotting (circles) and linking (square) probabilities from ref. 1,
compared with our model. The horizontal axis shows the thermal equilibrium entangle-
ment probability; the vertical axis shows the steady-state entanglement probability results
in the presence of type II topoisomerases and ATP. The kinetic proofreading model (see
text) is able to reduce the knotting probability to levels below the solid line, which is
defined by ðsteady-stateÞ ¼ ðequilibriumÞ2.
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transfer. As before, the off-rate l9 values are assumed to be
insensitive to DNA knotting. As we are only concerned with
topology-changing events, we may assume that the ratio of the
recollision rates for knots (k9) and unknots (u9) is
u9=k9 ¼ Peq

knot=P
eq
unknot. We note that if the second synapse again

requires specific types of collisions, such as that of Fig. 3, we
could have u9=k9 , Peq

knot=P
eq
unknot.

Finally, irreversible transitions from 2* → 1 achieve strand
passage, DNA religation, and release of the passed segment. At the
end of the 2* → 1 transitions, the topoisomerase is reset and ready
for another cycle. ATP hydrolysis and product release could be
involved in this step. These irreversible transitions should be
controlled by local topoisomerase–DNA interactions, and should
occur at a strand passage rate m that is independent of DNA
topology.

The steady-state knot–unknot ratio for this model is:

Pknot

Punknot

¼
ðg½l9 þ mÿ þ k9mÞuu9

ðg½l9 þ mÿ þ u9mÞkk9
ð1Þ

We assume that g½l9 þ mÿ q k9m, as the recollision rate k9 requires
a particular outcome of large-scale DNA conformational change,
whereas the strand passage rate m includes the process of ATP
hydrolysis product release, both of which are expected to be slow
relative to the rate of DNA release l9, and the decay rate g. Similarly,
g½l9 þ mÿ q u9m. These conditions simplify equation (1) to:

Pknot

Punknot

¼
uu9

kk9
<

Peq
knot

Peq
unknot

� �2

ð2Þ

This shows that the reaction of Fig. 4 can reduce the knotting
probability below the square of Peq

knot/P
eq
unknot, as is observed experi-

mentally (Fig. 2). We note that all of the topology-independent rate
constants have dropped out of the final knot probability, leaving a
result with no adjustable parameters. The topology-dependent rates
u, u9, k and k9 could be roughly estimated using molecular dynamics
simulations.

The product of u/k and u9/k9 appears in equation (1) because the
inputs to the second synapsis are biased by the outcome of the first
synapsis; the second stage ‘proofreads’ the first. For Peq

knot p Peq
unknot,

as in experiments on 10-kb and 7-kb plasmids, our model explains
how knots are so effectively removed by topoisomerases. Type II
topoisomerases are also capable of suppressing the linkage prob-
ability to roughly the square of that expected for thermal equili-
brium (Fig. 2). Further, the distribution of supercoiling in the
presence of type II topoisomerases corresponds roughly to a
squaring of the equilibrium distribution. This suggests that the
discrimination step (1 ↔ 2 → 1* in our model) recognizes knots,
catenanes and supercoils; simulations8 and structural studies of
topos are needed to understand this in detail.

The model of Fig. 4 is compatible with experimental constraints.
The strand passage pathway is ‘one-way’, in accord with the
experimentally supported10 ‘two-gate’ model for type II topoisome-
rases in which the passed strand enters and exits the DNA–
topoisomerase complex through different gateways. Other experi-
ments show that a single round of strand passage can occur when
non-hydrolysable ATP analogues are used11,12, and support a ATP-
binding-driven DNA-clamp model of topoisomerase function10.

Our proofreading reaction is compatible with the DNA-clamping
model. For example, the 2 → 1* transition could correspond to ATP
binding, stimulated by the first synapsis. The decay of the 1* state
(g) could then correspond to the closing of the DNA clamp. The
second synapsis would then correspond to DNA recollisions
occurring before this topoisomerase conformational change. Non-
hydrolysable ATP would block completion of the 2* → 1 transition,
trapping the topoisomerase in an inactive state after one strand
passage. Alternatively, given recent experiments indicating two
sequential ATP hydrolysis events13,14, it is tempting to imagine
that the first ATP hydrolysis is somehow involved in the 2 → 1*
transition; however, this is difficult to reconcile with clamp closure
triggered by ATP binding.

Finally, proofreading may increase knotting under conditions
where knotted strands are more likely than unknotted strands at
thermal equilibrium, where topology-changing self-collisions on
unknotted strands occur at higher frequency than on knotted
strands. This is the case for large DNA strands: ,200-kb plasmids
with equilibrated topology have more trefoils than any other type of
knots, including unknotted strands9, and on these molecules type II
topoisomerases should generate more trefoils and fewer unknotted
strands than expected in equilibrium. Avoidance of a situation in
which topoisomerase becomes knot-generating rather than knot-
removing suggests arranging large DNA strands into multiple ‘loop’
domains of less than 100 kb to ensure entanglement removal, as

Figure 3 Nonequilibrium bend-recognizing topoisomerase mechanism of Vologodskii.
Juxtapositions of sharp DNA bends with straight segments (left) occur more frequently on
knotted DNA strands than on unknotted DNA strands8. By allowing only the forward strand
passage (arrow) to occur, the knotting probability can be forced below that expected at
thermal equilibrium. Therefore, knotted strands can be ‘recognized’ by topoisomerases
on the basis of localized DNA geometry.
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Figure 4 Proposed kinetic model for type II topoisomerase using kinetic proofreading of
DNA topology. We note that reactions of the form of Fig. 1b occur twice along the knotting
and unknotting pathways. The number of DNA segments bound to the topoisomerase is
shown for each loop. ‘Activated’ topoisomerases (indicated with an asterisk) are able to
pass DNA through DNA (see text). The topoisomerase itself is shown in blue when inactive
and red when active. By cascading two synapsis events separated by irreversible
transitions, the first synapsis (1 ↔ 2) delivers an excess of knotted strands over unknotted
strands to the second synapsis (1* ↔ 2*); the second reaction ‘proofreads’ the first.
Proofreading can reduce the knot–unknot ratio to below (Peq

knot/P
eq
unknot)

2. Most of the
transitions do not depend on knottedness (green arrows); all discrimination of topology is
based on synapse formation rates (red arrows), as in Fig. 1. The topology-independent
rate constants do not contribute to the final knot–unknot steady-state ratio of this model.
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‘links’ between the different loop domains. This provides a rationale
for organization of, for example, the 4.5-Mb chromosome of E. coli
into loop domains of approximately this size15,16. M
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Human adenoviruses1 are responsible for respiratory, gastro-
enteric and ocular infections2 and can serve as gene therapy
vectors3. They form icosahedral particles with 240 copies of the
trimeric hexon protein arranged on the planes and a penton
complex at each of the twelve vertices. The penton consists of a
pentameric base, implicated in virus internalization4, and a
protruding trimeric fibre, responsible for receptor attachment5.
The fibres are homo-trimeric proteins containing an amino-
terminal penton base attachment domain, a long, thin central
shaft and a carboxy-terminal cell attachment or head domain. The

shaft domain contains a repeating sequence motif with an invariant
glycine or proline and a conserved pattern of hydrophobic
residues6. Here we describe the crystal structure at 2.4 Å resolu-
tion of a recombinant protein containing the four distal repeats of
the adenovirus type 2 fibre shaft plus the receptor-binding head
domain. The structure reveals a novel triple b-spiral fibrous fold
for the shaft. Implications for folding of fibrous proteins (mis-
folding of shaft peptides leads to amyloid-like fibrils) and for the
design of a new class of artificial, silk-like fibrous materials are
discussed.

The human adenovirus serotype 2 (Ad2) fibre is a trimer of 582
residues per monomer7, of which the head domain is essential for
trimerization and autonomously trimerizes when expressed8. The
high-resolution structures of the heads of Ad2 and Ad5 are
known9,10 and are very similar: each head monomer forms an
eight-stranded anti-parallel b-sandwich structure and the three
monomers interact to form a three-bladed propeller. The head
domain is responsible for binding to the cell receptor, which has
been identified to be a human protein of unknown function: the
coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor11. This protein serves as the
receptor for coxsackieviruses of subgroup B and adenoviruses of all
subgroups except subgroup B (ref. 12). The primary sequence of the
fibre shaft consists of 15-residue pseudo-repeats (22 of them for Ad2
and Ad5, ref. 7). Green et al.6 predicted that these repeats contain
two b-strands and two turns (the cross-b model). Stouten et al.13

subsequently proposed a triple b-helical model, taking into account
length measurements from electron microscopy and fibre diffrac-
tion patterns14. The full-length fibre is very stable, resistant to heat
(its melting temperature is 85 8C, ref. 15) and detergents (at low
temperatures16), and the shaft domain is highly resistant to
proteases17.

The Ad2 fibre unfolds through a stable intermediate in which the
C-terminal head and distal part of the shaft remain folded and
trimeric16. The stable domain has been identified to span residues
319–582 and has been cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli
(M.J.v.R. et al., unpublished results). The recombinant protein was

Table 1 Crystallographic data and refinement statistics

Data and refinement statistics (values in parentheses are for the resolution bin 2.53–2.40 Å)
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Space group C2
Cell dimensions a ¼ 165:51 Å, b ¼ 95:87 Å, c ¼ 211:77 Å,

b ¼ 106:838
Resolution range 25–2.4 Å
No. of reflections 103,327 (10,696)
Completeness 84.3% (59.9%)
Multiplicity 2.7 (1.7)
Rmerge 0.132 (0.287)
R-factor 0.232 (0.312)
Rfree value 0.265 (0.365)
No. of atoms 12,623
No. of reflections used in refinement 101,663
No. of reflections used for Rfree 1,662
Solvent content 73.1%
No. of protein atoms (6 3 264 residues) 12,042
No. of water molecules 581
B-value from Wilson plot (3.5–2.4 Å) 35.3 Å2

Mean B-value 35.2 Å2

Average protein B-value 35.0 Å2

Average water B-value 38.0 Å2

Ramachandran plot of non-glycine and non-proline residues
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Most favourable regions 1,102 (78.5%)
Additional allowed regions 275 (19.6%)
Generously allowed regions 17 (1.2%)
Disallowed regions 10 (0.7%)
r.m.s. deviations from ideal values
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Bond distances 0.006 Å
Angles 1.48
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Rmerge ¼ ShklSijI

i
hkl 2 〈Iihkl 〉j=ShklSi〈Iihkl 〉 where the sum i is over all separate measurements of the

unique reflections hkl.
R-factor ¼ ShkljjFobsj 2 jFcalcjj=ShkljFobsj

Rfree, as R-factor but summed only over the test reflections
B ¹ value ¼ 8p2 〈u2 〉 where 〈u2〉 is the apparent mean square deviation from the atomic position.


